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COOKING RANGE
The central cooking range is the soul of a commercial kitchen, is the essential part of the
kitchen. Containing gas range, fryer, griddle, grill, pasta cooker, bain marie and others, the
cooking range can be the free-standing type or countertop style, the ways of built-in or
integrated are also common in a commercial kitchen, can be customized according to your
need.
The 900 series, a performing product range of the compact design based on our long-term
experience of manufacturing commercial kitchen equipment. High-quality workmanship,
solid engineering, attractive design, combined with efficient technology, characterize the
programme. Versatile functional modules and variants offer an almost infinite number of
possibilities.
700 series. The harmonious shape of worktops is perfect for an easy cleaning, the shape and
inclination of the knobs make it easy to use and read. With the new 700 Line, Furnotel has
realized something more than other classic professional kitchens, a product able to respond
to your needs of power, reliability and elegance.
The 7X Series appliances offer the chance to the flexible combination, without sacrificing the
reliability and performance of a cooking range with beautiful appearance. 7X series is a small
and variably combinable kitchen system. All the appliance combinations are available with
open cabinets or stands for perfect connection.
Countertop series. As an attractive alternative to free-standing, the countertop series
cooking range may be integrated into all kinds of cases offering the flexibility in combining
and exchanging them. The new series of the appliance with professional cooking technology
is particularly suitable for the constantly increasing snack sector, for example, snack bar or
fast food chains and bakeries.
On demand the free-standing appliances may be seamlessly welded into one for a perfectly
hygienic surface, all configuration on it can be customized. It will certainly be the particularly
beautiful part of the kitchen.
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700 900 Series Cooking Equipment

Cooking Equipment 304 Grade SS Gas
4-Burner with Oven F7070GGR

Gas Range 6-burner 304 Grade SS 900 Series
With Oven F9012GGR

Lava Rock Grill 304 Grade SS 700 Series With
Cabinet F7070GLC

Gas 4-Burner Range Kitchen Equipment 304
Grade SS with Oven F9080GGR

Commercial Restaurant Equipment Gas
6-Burner 304 Grade SS With Oven
F7010GGR
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Gas Restaurant Griddle 304 Grade SS with
Cabinet F7070GDC

Gas Hotel Restaurant Griddle 304 With
Cabinet F9080GDC

ava Rock Grill 304 Grade SS With Cabinet
F9080GLC

Lava Rock Grill 304 Grade SS With Cabinet
F9080GLC

Click here cooking range to have a look at our other products!
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